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Results achieved

• Examination of the Latvian experience in calculation of Tourism satellite accounts
• Evaluation of the methodological source
  TSA: European Implementation Manual on Tourism Satellite Accounts (TSA)
• Assessment of donor Member State’s best practice in the calculation of TSA
• Study visit to the donor country to gain experience on the compilation of information on persons crossing the state border in the *Schengen* zone and calculation of TSA. Looking for options to adjust the obtained experience in the home country.
• Evaluation of the complete methodological framework for compounding with the practical experience from a study visit to a Member State.

• Collecting and compiling the necessary data sources in order to fill the TSA tables.
• There is available manual on Latvian Tourism Satellite accounts that includes also descriptions of tables how to calculate tourism expenditures and supply of services. It is supplemented regularly with additional or new solutions regarding TSA tables. The manual is developed in close cooperation with the consultant of the Economics Institute.